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Dear 
 
Thank you for your information request of 2 September 2016.  Aberdeen City Council (ACC) has
completed the necessary search for the information requested.

 
Under Freedom of Information legislation, I’d like to request copies of all press lines prepared
for publication on a conditional basis since January 1, 2015. These are often referred to
informally as “if asked requests”.
 
For clarity, these may be responses prepared by a media team in case a press officer receives
a specific or persistent approach by a journalist about a specific subject but which otherwise
would not have been issued.
 
These statements may be identified by phrases including, but not limited to, "if asked", "if
pressed", and "if pushed” and are usually logged by the media team.
ACC is unable to provide you with information on “if asked requests” as it is exempt from
disclosure.  In order to comply with its obligations under the terms of Section 16 of the FOISA,
ACC hereby gives notice that we are refusing your request under the terms of Section 30 (b) and
(c) – Prejudice to effective conduct of public affairs- of the FOISA.
 
In making this decision ACC considered the following points:
 
Would release of this information inhibit substantially the free and frank provision of advice or
otherwise prejudice substantially the effective conduct of public affairs?
The information requested relates to media advice or comment drafted in relation to potential
issues/questions. It is preparatory work undertaken to proactively address possible future
concerns. As such, it is important that this advice/comment is not disclosed. ACC feel that to
disclose said advice/comment would substantially and significantly inhibit the free and frank
provision of advice and would prejudice substantially the effective conduct of public affairs.
 
Would disclosure of the requested information cause the level of harm required for this
exemption?
Disclosure of this information would cause significant harm to the way in which ACC is able to
conduct its public affairs. Whilst this preparatory work is held, it has not necessarily been used
for its intended purpose. As such, it remains in development during this time. This means that to
release the information requested as ACC holds it at the present time may mean that we would
be releasing information which is not reflective of what would be released should the potential
relevant issue arise in the future. Release at this time may amount to the release of incorrect
information, which may give misleading impressions. The ‘If Asked’ statements are guidance and
advice only. They may not reflect the true position of ACC. It is appropriate that any such
drafted advice or comment is deemed to be private and confidential until it is required to be
used. ACC feel that to release such information prematurely would cause significant harm to the
organisation.



 
Where does the public interest lie in relation to the information?
While ACC concedes and accepts that there is a wide, general public interest in how ACC
conducts its public affairs, it is felt that this specific information is unused and where it exists is
held in preparation for certain circumstances that in most cases have not yet occurred and, as
such, it is deemed to not be in the public interest to release. The public have an interest in
allowing ACC to effectively conduct their affairs without undue disclosure.
 
ACC also believes that the public interest lies in the public being aware that ACC are identifying
possible future issues and proactively preparing to address those. It is felt that premature
release of this drafted preparatory work, considered to be still in development, may lead to
confusion and misunderstanding about ACC’s official stance on a number of possible future
concerns.
 
We hope this helps with your request.
 
Yours sincerely,
 
Grant Webster
Information Compliance Officer
 
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HANDLING OF YOUR REQUEST
 
ACC handled your request for information in accordance with the provisions of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Please refer to the attached PDF for more information about
your rights under FOISA.
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*03000 numbers are free to call if you have ‘free minutes’ included in your mobile call plan.
Calls from BT landlines will be charged at the local call rate of  10.24p per minute (the same as 01224s).
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